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ABSTRACT
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PERCEPTIONS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS AND
STUDENTS OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION TOWARD THE PRINCIPALS' ROLE
AS INSTRUCTIONAL LEADER IN SELECTED METRO ATLANTA SCHOOLS
BY
JOHN H. THOMPKINS, JR.
The purpose of this study was to analyze principals and students
of educational administration regarding the role of the principal as
an instructional leader utilizing a 53 task item questionnaire.
The sample was composed of one hundred fifty nine Metro Atlanta
principals and ninty eight students of educational administration.
A total of one hundred two (102) principals and sixty-seven (67)
participated in this study during the 1986-87 school year.
It was felt that this population provided a viable sample
through which to analyze principals' and students' of educational
administration perceptions of the principal as an instructional
leader.
The fifty-three (53) task items on the questionnaire were
grouped under eight general headings, i.e.:
1. Program leadership
2. Goals and standards of performance
3. Characteristics of school leaders
4. Technical tasks of administration
5. School climate and expectations
6. Acquisition and allocation of funds and resources
7. Staff and personnel development
8. School-community relation
The items were obtained from researchers, commentators, and
policy-makers who study principals in effective schools.
The findings indicated that:
1. There was no significant difference between principals
on perceived role importance and actual role
implementation
2. There was no significant difference between students
on perceived role importance and actual role
implementation
3. There was no significant difference between principals
and students on perceived role implementation
4. There was no significant difference between principals
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
If one were to ask the question, "Who is the instructional
leader of this school?" to almost any individual, it seems reas
onable to expect that the answer will almost assuredly be "The
principal, of course." For whether it is written in the job
description of a principal or not and often it is just implicitly
understood and not written, the principal of a school is assumed
by most informed citizens to be the instructional leader of the
school.
This expectation that the principal is a person who posseses
significant power, authority, and expertise to lead the instruc
tional process is one which has deep historical roots and is one
which most adults grew up with. Even though time and circum
stances have changed dramatically, people are persistent in their
expectations.
In these prefacing remarks, it is important to identify and
understand those factors which have made it increasingly diffi
cult for principals to meet the role expectations held for them.
Clearly principals have been expected to lead and to actively
play out the role of instructional leader. This expectation had
its roots in earlier times and with earlier titles such as
"headmaster"; the title literally implies power-authority and
expertness. One might similarly attribute to the title of
principal the expectation that the office holder is the main or
first and best teacher available to lead the school as it seeks
to accomplish its mission.
Numerous events have occurred historically which give cause
to question the seemingly obvious. Recent studies of the princi
pality reveal mountainous obstacles to this "person in charge"
including increasing sizes of schools, systems, and staffs, in
creased professionalism of the educator, program complexity
demands, diversification of control and biforcation of the pro
fession. No introduction to the problem confronting the princi
pal of the 1980's would be complete without a brief synopsis of
the historical changes which the principalship has experienced in
just the past fifty years.
Many educators, students, parents, and non-educators have
only a very vague idea about what elementary school principals/
instructional leaders actually do. They perceive principals as
authority figures, educational experts, community leaders, school
managers, problem solvers, and decision makers. They know the
title, the position, and even the location of the office. They
see the principal/instructional leader in and about the school
and at all extracurricular activities, but many still feel unsure
about what the principal/instructional leader does on a day-to
day basis.
Some princpals/intructional leaders have become discouraged
and despairing of the unreasonable demands made upon them. They
may feel that they do not control their jobs, but that the forces
outside the school (educational reform movements) pull and tug at
their autonomy, making their position intolerable. They are
buffeted about by student militancy, parent pressures, governing
boards' interference, superintendents' influence, and legislative
blundering.
All this may suggest that today's principalship is an
impossible role, that princpipls/instructional leaders—as
suggested in a weekly news magazine--are "burned out."
This study will help non-educators, educators, educational
administrators, students of administration, parents, students,
and lay persons understand more clearly the expectations, the
responsibilities, and the day-to-day activities of the elementary
school principal/instructional leader.
The writer was an elementary school principal/instructional
leader of some five (5) years experience, and the descriptions
throughout this study will be primarily of the elementary school
principal/instructional leader. The principal's/instructional
leader's role expectations have undergone radical and significant
changes in recent years. With teacher militancy, tight budgets,
student activities, declining test scores, declining enrollments,
and a new effort to hold school administrators accountable for
their schools, principals/instructional leaders themselves have
experienced some ambivalence and uncertainty about what their
role should be.
The principal/instructional leader of the school is seen by
most people as the most important, most influential, and most
powerful person in the school. His/her role does make a differ
ence. The Maryland State Department of Education concluded in a
1978 study of schools whose students were high achievers on
standardized tests that this achievement may be direclty related
to the daily performance of the school principal/instructional
leader. The study indicated that schools with principals/
instructional leaders who have very high expectations of them
selves, their teachers, and their students dominate the upper end
of the test scale. They reported that much of the difference in
feeling or sense of direction in the school's instructional
program is attributable to the principal's leadership role.
In a 1977 College Daily News series featuring six (6)
successful principals/instructional leaders in the Chicago area,
the articles were entitled "The School Principal—A Basic Key."
The articles quote Dr. William Nault, editorial director of
Field Enterprises, who said, "I have rarely seen a good school
without a good principal. My experience has been that the
principal is really a critical factor in the excellence of a
school, particularly in the instructional program of the
school."1
Dr. Benjamin Bloom, professor of education at the Univer
sity of Chicago, concurred and added, "So many principals could
1"The School Principal—A Basic Key," Chicago Daily
News, 14 September 1977.
be running a small hospital or a small post office. But educa
tion is a special care. The problem is to get a professional
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leader.
Dr. James Bryant Conant, who made major studies of the
nation's schools and whose published recommendations have had
nationwide influence, wrote, "The difference between a good
school and a poor school is often the difference between a good
q
and poor principal."
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, head of Operation P.U.S.H. (People
United to Save Humanity) in Chicago, has been working closely
with schools in some of our large cities to help students develop
better attitudes, motivation), and study habits. He wants parents
involved in more constructive and influential ways. Using the
metaphor of the recipe for good education, he has said of the
school principal: "The key to the educational cookie is the
principal. Without his guidance and involvement, there's no
telling, whether the cookie's going to come out lumpy and
uncooked or burned to a crisp.
"And unless someone—boards of education, parents, students,
teachers, the community, personal pride and conscience—holds the
principal accountable for making things come out right, don't
ever expect any gourmet treats. The principal is the
2Ibid.
James Bryant Conant, Education in the Junior High School
Years (Princeton, N.J.: Testing Service, 1980), p. 37.
motivational yeast; how high the students and teachers rise to
their challenge is the principal's responsibility. And until
more principals accept their responsibility—or are made to, or are
replaced—the educational cookie will continue to crumble.4
In a comprehensive study of school violence utilizing 5,578
schools, the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
concluded that the principal's leadership seemed to be one of the
strongest factors in reducing school violence. Specifically, the
study cited the principal's/instructional leader's visibility and
availability to students and staff as making the greatest
difference. Schools with the least violence had principals who
were educational leaders and who were behavioral role models,
leading the schools by personal example. These principals/
instructional leaders were not arbitrary in siding with students
or teachers in settling disputes. They expressed "unusual
strength of character" according to the HEW study, released in
January 1978.
The principalship is one of the most critically important
positions in education. This study is intended to help element
ary school principals and students of educational administration
view the principal's role in light of current educational trends.
The principal's role is neither simple nor one-dimensional.
The principal is often "caught in the middle" between the central
4
Jesse Jackson, "The Principal Is the Key to Education,"
Cincinnati Inquirer, January 1978.
office and the school board, on the other hand, and between
teachers, parents, and students on the other.
How a principal handles these roles and responsibilities
depends not only on his/her traits, experience and training but
also on perceptions about what a principal/instructional leader
should do.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to analyze how principals and
students of educational administration perceived the role of
principal as instructional leader. It was anticipated that this
study would:
1. Examine and compare the perception of principals
and students of educational administration regarding the
principal/intructional leader's role.
2. Provide principals and students of educational
administration with data for identifying and analyzing the
role of principal as instructional leader.
3. Provide data regarding desired behavior of princi
pals as instructional leaders.
4. Help strengthen the principal/instructional leader
in the assisting schools.
5. Help reduce role ambiguity and role conflict per
ceived by principals, teachers, and other educational
personnel and agencies.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The objective of this study was to collect empirical data
which would be useful in understanding the perceptions of princi
pals and students of educational adminstration on specific
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variables. The specific objectives of this study was to assess
principals and students of educational administration along the
following dimensions:
1. Perceived degree of role implementation
2. Perceived degree of actual role implementation
The Problem of Relations to Selected Issues in Education
Research on effective schools and effective school princi
pals during the past decade has focused attention on the crucial
importance of the principal's role in the instructional program.
National interest is beginning to focus on the importance of
the influence of the school principal on the learning that occurs
in schools. School effectiveness research over and over again
highlights the central role the principal plays in the outstand
ing school. Paradoxically, at the same time, public confidence
in administrators of all types has been fading. Schools and
other organizations have been described as "top heavy" with
administrators. Some critics question whether principals
actually concern themselves with matters that affect student
achievement, and a few have gone so far as to suggest that the
role of principal ought to disappear altogether.
What relationship do principals have to the learning that
goes on in the schools? Are they important components of the
instructional program? If so, how is this evidenced? Specifi
cally, are principals instructional leaders?
10
The term instructional leader has been used and misused to
mean such a variety of things that we must make some attempt to
clarify what is meant by it. First, the definition for this
paper is not limited solely to the old concept of the "master
teacher", the principal who is exclusively involved in demonstra
tion lessons, updating teachers1 knowledge about curriculum, and
just generally "teaching teachers how to teach." Principals no
longer have the time or the expertise to fill this role (if
indeed they ever did). At the same time as "the instructional
leader" will not refer to the principal who simply perceives his
or her role as organizing the lunchroom, overseeing school buses,
and just generally managing the building rather than its pro
grams. Not all principals are automatically instructional lead
ers.
At different times a school must be a tough boss and a
sympathetic colleague. He or she must be a financial whiz who
can balance budgets, order supplies, and see that bills get paid;
manage a plant that houses hundreds--somestimes thousands--of
people at work; negotiate skillfully and mediate crises.
Occasionally the principal must be a police officer. But most of
all, principals must make sure that their students learn. The
skills and traits needed for the job sound almost like a descrip
tion of Wonder Woman or Superman. Yet many real-life principals
are effective. They manage their schools well and produce top-
ranking students.
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Is today's successful principal much different from the
principal of ten (10) or fifteen (15) years ago? Has the role
changed with the changing times? What is the principal's role
today? How is he or she most effective? These are some research
questions addressing the principalship.
The recent passing of the Quality Basic Education Act in
Georgia and current implications of the quality basic program
emphasize the need to improve students' achievement at all levels
of the education system. In this process, the principal is the
center of the school's climate and responsible for maintaining
it.
Are instructional leaders effective/important? Who are
they? How do they function in the school?
The importance of this study is derived from the emphasis
attributed to the principal as instructional leader and to educa
tional reform and change.
Accepting the premise that the key to successful schools is
found in strong leadership, this study will investigate and
analyze the perceptions of elementary school principals and




The main reearch questions are:
1. Do elementary school principals perceive the
degree of role implementation important on
53 task items?
2. Do students of educational administration per
ceive the degree of role implementation important
on 53 task items?
3. Do elementary school principals practice specific
task items (53)?
4. Do students of educational administration practice
specific task items (53)?
5. Is there a difference between the perceived role
importance of principals and students of educa
tional administration on 53 selected task items?
6. Is there a difference between the perceived role of
actual practice of principals and students of
educational administration on 53 selected task
items.
Significance
To the extent that schools do make a difference in what and
how much children learn, it can safely be argued that the direct
teaching process, that which happens between the teacher and the
student, is perhaps the most critical aspect of this process.
Kenneth Erickson, in his introduction to a study of classroom
supervision summed up the plight of the classroom teacher in this
manner:
"The act of teaching normally is a private activity in
that it usually consists of one teacher within the walls
of one classroom. Operating out of view of their peers,
teachers tend to be denied access to feedback which would
would help them develop into the skilled professionals,
they wish to be. As a result, each teacher's style
13
usually develops without benefit of objective data ,-
which could facilitate better decisions about teaching.
It is important to discover the extent to which elementary
principals have begun to use the tools of clinical supervision,
which is the only supervisory technique this researcher has found
that has shown significant effectiveness in helping to change the
habits of teachers.
A brief explanation of clinical supervision is necessary.
The clinical supervision cycle as advocated by Cogan,6
Goldhammerr and others is based on the belief that instruction
can be improved best by giving direct feedback to a teacher on
aspects of teaching that are primarily the concern of the princi
pal/instructional leader/supervisor.
This cycle begins with a pre-observation conference during
which the teacher and principal establish rapport (or perhaps re
establish rapport), plan the lesson, orient themselves about the
students that will be involved, and plan what methods of observa
tion will be utilized.
The next step in this process results when the lessons or
segment of instruction is observed in the agreed upon manner.
Hull, Ray and John Hansen, Classroom Supervision and
Informed Analysis of Behavior: A~Manual for SupervisionTEugene,
Oregon: University of Oregon, 1970), Ed 071161.
Cogan, Morris, Clinical Supervision (Boston, Mass:
Houghton Mifflin, 1973
Goldhammer, Robert, Clinical Supervision (New York: Holt,
Rhinehart and Winston, 196'9~T
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The observer often will write down verbatim as much of the class
room dialogue as possible, or other mechanical means to record
the interaction may be used including video tape, tape recorder,
or systems such as Flanders Interactive Analysis.
Following the actual observation of instruction, the super
visor then analyze the events that occurred from the data,
usually during this phase of the process the supervisor works
alone without the teacher's assistance. The observer, then,
after this review of the data, decides on and plans strategies
for presenting this information to the teacher.
The post observational conference then occurs between
teacher and principal. It is during this conference that a
careful analysis is made of what occurred. This analysis, most
generally is a joint effort which includes not only an explana
tion of what occurred, but why certain actions or reactions on
the part of the teacher or students ensued. This analysis then
leads to the linking pin last phase of the clinical supervision
cycle.
The critique or post-conference analysis session involves a
critical analysis of what could have been done or could not have
been done to improve the instructional techniques. This is where
staff development, either for a single teacher or a whole staff,
would occur. This is usually followed, perhaps at the same
meeting, by renewed planning or even full-observation conference
which would hopefully result in efforts to improve upon what has
previously occurred in the classroom setting.
15
Some have argued that classrooms in schools are soon to be
replaced by more scientifically rational modes of instruction.
But such claims have been made for several decades, at least, but
the classroom has been a remarkable persistent way of organizing
teaching and learning in schools. Moreover, alternatives to the
classroom have seldom demonstrated their superiority and often
fade back into conventional classroom forms within a relatively
short time. The classroom as a center of learning appears
ideally suited to the institutional purposes and demands of
common schooling and does not appear to be fading out of
existence.
It is important that research discover by what means princi
pals exercise instructional leadership, and perhaps even more
significantly, if they do so at all, at least where it could make
a difference.
In addition, this study should be of significant value to
many other individuals and groups:
1. It could assist departments of higher education in
developing curricula for supervisors of teachers;
2. The results should be useful as feedback for princi
pals and supervisors; it should enable them to compare
their practices with the standards discovered to exist;
3. The results could provide information of value to
boards of education and for superintendents who super
vise principals;
4. The results of the study could prove valuable to other




The following hypotheses were tested in this study:
H1 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school princi
pals regarding the importance of role implementation
of the principal in all defined task areas and the
perceived actual role implementation.
H2 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of students of educational
administration regarding the importance of role imple
mentation of the principal in all defined task areas
and the perceived actual role implementation.
H^ There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school principals
and students of educational administration regarding
the importance of role implementation of the principal
in all defined task areas and the perceived actual role
implementation.
H^ There is no statistically significant difference
between the paired perceptions of elementary school
principals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of the
principal in all defined task areas and the perceived
actual role implementation.
CHAPTER II
A SELECTED REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Although the elementary principal as an instructional leader
has been extensively discussed in professional journals, books,
and at conferences and has been the subject of numerous research
studies by scholars, few studies or articles have concentrated on
the role of the principal in helping to directly improve the
teaching-learning process. The literature indicates that some
educators appear uncertain of the legitimacy and implications of
the principal performing instructional leadership activities.
The majority of authors seem to share the belief that it is
imperative that the elementary principal assume the role of
instructional leader. However, there appears to be a growing
minority that believe there are too many roadblocks to overcome
for the principal to assume their role in any other but a
figurehood manner.
Whereas the effective principal acts as instructional
leader, leadership provided by the typical principal is largely
administrative. The primary goal of these principals is a
smooth-running organization with emphasis on keeping activities
in the school manageable in the midst of pressures for change
(Sarason and Lippitt, 1975).
The typical principal is quite distant from curriculum or




Hopefully the review of the literature will provide insight
into the complexities of the role of principal/instructional
leader.
If one reads the literature of a generation ago concerning
the school principalship, and then examines the material current
today, it is almost impossible to believe that the same subject
is under consideration and even when one considers what was
written a decade ago, the change is significant.
The principal is confronted with a variety of tasks.
Managing a school is time-consuming and demanding. Many of the
tasks are routine, while others require planning and expertise.
Changed societal conditions have resulted in conditions that make
the task more difficult. In spite of all this, still and always,
the principals' most important task is the improvement of
instruction.
A 1985 report, written by Dale Mann and Judith Lawrence,
summarizes the word of a panel that participated in "A Delphi
Analysis of the Instructionally Effective School."8
Although panel members felt that administrators in such schools
should do more curriculum development and evaluation, more
supervision of teachers, and more staff development, Mann and
Lawrence suggest that two barriers will hinder administrators
from accomplishing these tasks. One, principals lack training
Q
Dale Mann, with Judith Lawrence. "A Delphi Analysis of the
Instructional ly Effective School." unpublished report by the NF.
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and experience in classroom instruction. Two, teachers have
strong unions and rules will have to be redefined.
K. A. Leithwood and Deborah Montgomery found that the goals
often espoused by effective principals are: providing good pro
grams, stating program goals clearly, and insuring program
success. Smooth handling of routine administrative tasks and
positive relationships with staff members and parents are
important too. It was also found that effective principals
function as intructional leaders, whereas "leadership" provided
by the typical principal is largely administrative.
In Principals in Action: The Reality of Managing Schools,
Van Cleve Morris, Robert Crowson, Cynthia Porter-Gehrie, and
Emanuel Hurwitz, Jr., suggest that if we desire to improve
quality of education, we must make certain that principals
receive more training and experience in dealing with individuals
and in assessing each person's unique psychological needs. Some
individuals need compliments and daily reminders of their
progress; others need to be left alone to function effectively in
their own ways.
John Keedy found that principals are able to interpret
community expectations, translate these into norms, and then
establish these norms in their own schools.9 KKdy identified
norm setting behaviors.. These behaviors by the principal set
the norms for staff and teachers.
g
John L. Keedy, "Norm Setting as a Component of Principal
Effectiveness", (Doctoral dissertation, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, August, 1982.
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Arlese Patterson's Phi Delta Kappa factbook, Management
Training for School Leaders: The Academy Concept (#198),
stresses the need of administrators for additional training in
techniques of management. These techniques include community
support, program evaluation, staff evaluation and curriculum
development. State-funded management training of academics
appears to be an available approach to provide this additional
training.
Administrators of modern organzations commonly face a
complex array of problems on a daily basis. School principals in
particular as middle managers are frequently required to deal
with conflict and ambiguity (Blumberg and Greenfield, 1980).
They found that principals' everyday work activities are typically
fast paced, unrelenting, and composed of many brief, varied,
fragmented, and interrupted segments (Kmetz and Willower, 1982;
Martin and Willower, 1981; O'Dempsey, 1976; Phillips and Thomas,
1982; Willis, 1980).
Role ambiguity was identified by Blumberg and Greenfield
(1980); Reinhardt et. al-(1979); Rosenblum and Jastrzab (n.d.);
Lorzeau (1977); Houts (1975); Goldhammer and Becker (1971); and
Dow and Whitehead (1980). Ambiguity manifests itself as a lack
of clear expectations for the role and conflict about responsi
bilities; frequently, no visible rationale for the duties
assigned to the role and no defensible criteria for assessing
principals' performance are available. Whereas some might view
the role as one of school leadership, central office administra-
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tors frequently seem to view principals as middle managers and
assess performance according to the principal's success in imple
menting policies and procedures formulated at the district level.
Role complexity and role ambiguity are interdependent sets
of problems. Complexity is a function of the number of different
people with whom the principal must interact, each potentially
the bearer of problems (Crowson and Porter-Gehrie, 1980b).
Principals report a plethora of routine management tasks, paper
work, and housekeeping chores leading to a sense of overload
(Houts, 1975; Lorzeau, 1977; Rosenblum and Jastrzab, n.d.) and
scarcity of time for attending to desired tasks (Lorzeau, 1977).
In view of its importance, the principalship should be the
most thoroughly reasearched and best understood administrative
position in education. The literature on the principal is
voluminous; it tends to be prescriptive amd hortatory rather than
descriptive and empirical.
Much of knowledge about the principal has developed out of
various investigators' interest in role theory or leadership
behavior which has resulted in a body of literature excessively
preoccupied with questions of administrater/teacher interaction,
instructional leadership and school change (effective schools).
Jackson, Logsdon and Wiegman suggest that the building
administrator is, and should be, the instructional leader.
However what has not been clear over the years is whether the on-
the-job behavior of the principal is consonant with this role.
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Harris, Crowson, et. al., found that instructional leader
ship is not the central focus of the principalship and that the
principal's time is typically spent in many activities. They
further found that it is a paripatetic occupation. For the most
part, the principal's workday is not conducive to the roles being
assigned.
Strong support for the importance of expertise and
specificity as a basis for working with teachers on instructional
problems was the focus of another study's results. This study by
Gordon showed that the principal was the least likely person to
whom teachers would go if they had a problem.
Principals may view themselves as instructional leaders but
teachers tend to view them more as managers. While 81% of the
principals, in the study by Seifert and Beck saw themselves as
instructional leaders, only 31% of their teachers saw them in
this light. The majority of the principals polled said they
spend less than 50% of their time on instructional activities and
67% indicated they would like to spend more time at this role.
Teachers felt in 28% of the cases that principals chose not to
focus on this role, but 40% felt that principals were
overburdened by time constraints which prevented more activity in
Dick Gordon, "The Importance of Administrative Expertise in
Instructional Leadership," 23 pp. paper presented at the American
Educational Research Association Annual Meeting (55th, New York,
February 4-7, 1971).
Edward H. Seifert and John J. Beck, "Elementary
Principals: Instructional Leaders or School Managers? Phi
Delta Kappan, 62 (March, 1988), p. 528.
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instruction. In regards to evaluation, 73% of the principals
contacted believe they can help teachers improve their instruc
tional instructional skills (females more than males). Princi
pals with less experience seem more likely to see the need for a
pre-observation conference. Also, principals of smaller schools
are more likely to see the advantage of this technique.
Gilbert Austin described three roadblocks to effective
supervision by principals; he stated in a study of 619 principals
nationwide, the respondents cited lack of time due to other
administrative responsibilities as the primary reason for lack of
supervision. Another was the lack of preparation in supervisory
strategies and skills which the principal receives in training
for his or her position.
The majority of districts are not providing principals with
anything resembling an adequate inservice program according to
Damon and yet he saya that, "Inservice for principals, along with
inservice for teachers, will improve the quality of children's
education far more than any new preservice training, managerial
techniques or curriculum package ever could.
In a study from The Best of the Best of ERIC,it was reported
that one group of researchers found that, "Princpals may be able
to improve both teaching and satisfaction simply by increasing
12
Parker Damon, "Inservice Blue," The National Elementary
Principal 35:3, March, 1978, p. 45.
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the frequency of evaluation."13 The authors of this study re
ported that there was little agreement between princpals and
teachers regarding the extent to which teachers knew what infor
mation and criteria were used in evaluation. Teachers were
believed by principals to know more about the evaluation process
than they really did. Although the principals in this study felt
that teachers would not like frequent evaluations and would tend
to resist them being done more frequently, they discovered that
the teachers responded favorably to the increased number of
evaluations, especially in their perceptions of improved teaching
resulting from this practice.
Bachman reported that teachers, principals and superin
tendents too, all believed that principals should spend more time
on instructional leadership activities, especially on staff
supervision.
Against the back drop of role ambiguity and complexity,
principals/instructional leaders themselves present problems to
program improvement stemming from their own lack of knowledge,
skill, perception and motivation. Principals are reported to
frequently have a limited and/or incorrect perception of the
larger educational system, and what it will tolerate (Barason,
1971) and the extent of their own influence within the system
13
The Best of the Best of ERIC. Thompson, June E.,
Dornbuscn, bantord M. and scott W. Richard, "Failures of
Communication in the Evaluation of Teachers by Princpals,
Technical Report No. 43" Eugene, Oregon: ERIC Clearinghouse on
Educational Management, 1979.
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(Rosenblum and Jastrzab, n.d.) as have specific skills associated
with the handling of routine administrative tasks (Maryland
Department of Education, 1978).
Problems presented to the principal by the district or
school system as a whole are many. The organizational structure
itself has been noted as excessively hierarchial with complex
interdependencies among roles making change/improvement difficult
(Warren, 1978). In contrast, Weick (1976), Deal and Gelotti
(1980), and Peterson (1977-78) have characterized school systems
as loosely coupled, citing this as an obstacle to change. The
weight of present evidence facors the conclusion that typically a
school system is loosely coupled around classroom curriculum
decisionmaking. environment for the principal while contributing
a lack of agreed upon priorities and clear directions.
Indeed, school district priorities, policies, procedures
have been cited by Goodlad and Klein (1971) as too rigid and by
Crowson and Porter-Gehrie (1980) and Deal and Gelotti (1980),
reported that principals in their sample specifically identified
procedures for evaluation and dismissal of teachers as
excessivley elaborate and time consuming.
Failure of school districts to provide adequate resources in
support of program improvement is another problem the principal
must confront. These resources include funds, resource ma
terials, and extra time for teachers' in-service training and
planning (Dow and Whitehead, 1980; Goldhammer and Becker, 1971;
Goodlad and Klein, 1970). A final set of district level problems
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was found in the relationship between principals and central
administrators. Central administrators were reported to be
especially conservative in their stance toward school initia
tives. Instead, decisions to change tended to originate with
central administrators themselves (Goldhammer and Becker, 1971)
and with little involvement of principals in such decisions
(Rosenblum and Jastrzab, n.d.). A major problem of program
improvement at the school level was the lack of visible support
for such activity from central administrators (Berman &
McLaughlin, 1979; Lorzeau, 1977; Warren, 1976). Communication
between central administrators and both principals and teachers
about program changes was seen as insufficient by Dow and
Whitehead (1981).
Only studies by Woodlad and Klein (1971) and Goldhammer and
Becker (1971) directly identified problems associated with
parents or the larger school community. These problems included:
the interests of parents (too much or too little); pressure of
special interest groups in the community; and excessivley
conservative views on the part of the community about the nature
of appropriate school programs.
Research over the last decade has consistently shown that
teachers do not perceive principals as instructional leaders
(Mazzarella, 1977; Morris and others, 1981; wolcott, 1973), nor
do principals usually function as such. While there are
exceptions—the schools cited by Edmonds (1979) and those in the
Phi Delta report conclude that principals typically do not
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actively foster effective instruction (Lortie, 1975; Morris and
others, 1981; Howell, 1981).
Most principals hold degrees in administration, not advanced
degrees in teaching or curriculum or philosophy of education.
Thus most principals are trained as managers and are simply not
prepared to meet the school's need for instructional leadership.
The principal of an effective school tends to be a strong
programmatic leader who sets high standards, frequently observes
classrooms, and creates incentives for learning.14
Halpin makes the point in his study that a leader's
description of his own leadership behavior and his concept of
what his behavior should be may have little relationship to
others' perceptions of his behavior. He further surmises that
changes which one's direct associates perceive in behavior would
appear to constitute a suitable index of training results.
Perhaps, then, some of the research into leadership behavior
of school principals should be drawn from teachers and
associates.
Stoker, using graduate students as interviewers, exposed
some generalized negative attitudes toward principals' be
havior. Landers and Myers indicate the confusion which (
occur when teachers receive supervisory assistance from
14
Ronald R. Edmonds, "Programs of School Improvement: An
Overview." Educational Leadership, December, 1982, pp. 4-11.
15
W. M. Stoker, "Elementary School Teacher's Attitudes
Toward the Principal," TESPA Journal, 9: April 1976.
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principals and other staff members. Krajewski found that
teachers wish the principal's role as instructional and curricu
lum supervisor to be more pronounced than it presently is.
There is little research available that actually deals with
the principal/instructional leader in relationship to how he
perceives his/her role as principal/instructional leader, in
light of current issues and trends, reforms, and innovations in
education. Does the principal have the necessary skills and
traits to meet the changing and expanding role of the
principalship? To what degree is the principal/instructional
leader actually working in the schools?
This research is an attempt to add to the literature
regarding how the principal/instructional leader perceieves
his/her role.
In addition, there is a little research available on how
students of educational administration perceive the role of the
principal/instructional leader.
It is the investigator's contention that this research will
assist students of educational administration in ascertaining the
various roles, complexities and expectations of effective
educational administration.
Thomas J. Landers and Judith 6. Myers, Essentials of
School Management (Philadelphia: W. B. Sanders Company, 1977),
pp. 205-234.
Robert J. Krajewski, "Texas Principals—Implications for
Perceived Roles," NASSP Bulletin, 61: December, 1977, pp. 16-
19
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However, because of various perceptions, expectations, role
ambiguity, current issues and trends, principals and students of
educational administration may not perceive the roles of the
principal/instructional leader similarly. This is a significant
question that this research is intended to ascertain. If
principals perceive the principalship one way and students of
educational administration perceive the principalship in another
way, how will this affect teachers, parents, students, boards of
education, training institutions and universities?




The basic theoretical question that this research attempts
to address is what are the perceptions of elementary school
principals and students of educational administration regarding
the principal as the instructional leader.
More than any comparable period of history, the past quarter
century has been marked by change and the accelerated rate of
change. There are those who believe that education is on the
verge of revolution more basic than nay since the invention of
the printing press.
Change and innovative practices are essential to achieve the
good, but change may be either good or bad. When basic values,
methods, perceptions, ideas, conceptions, procedures, roles,
institutions, or cultures are under fire, it is particularly
essential to chart a steady course. But neither vested
interests, inertia, fear of the unknown, nor insistence on change
for the sake of change must be allowed to stand in the way of
progress. However, the question must be raised, who determines
progress? How is progress to be measured?
The principal's work has changed and is changing constantly.
Is this progress? Surprisingly little was known until recently
about the job of being principal. This despite the standard
dictum that sound personnel management begins with a precise
understanding of the work or tasks of any job. Instead, the
30
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literature is full of statements about what ought to be done by
principals, or with reports of principals' sense of discrepancy
between such prescriptions and their actual role.
Principals as instructional leaders is a new theme in edu
cation. Classic if you will, raising the question of the
extent to which the principal inspects and directs the funda
mental teaching-learning work of the school, or simply allows
teachers to get on with their own methodology of how this or that
should go and be achieved.
The principal's role is neither simple nor one dimensional.
The principal is often the "person in the middle"—caught between
the central office and the school board, on one side, and between
teachers and parents on the other. How the principal handles
these roles depends not only on his or her personal strengths,
weaknesses, and training, but also on popular opinion about what
a principal/instructional leader should do. Public opinion in
the 80's directs the principal to do more curriculum development
and evaluation, more teacher evaluation, more teacher super
vision, and more staff development than ever before, even if this
means carrying out management functions less effectively. Is
this progress? Is this innovation?
The panel that participated in "A Delphi Analysis of the
Instructionally Effective School"16 felt that administrators
Dale Mann, with Judith Lawrence, "A Delphi Analysis of the
Instructionally Effective School," unpublished report of a study
sponsored by the School Finance Project of the National Institute
of Education, June 1983.
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in such schools should do more curriculum development, more
supervision of teachers, and more staff development. Mann and
Lawrence suggest that two barriers will hinder administrators
from accomplishing these tasks. First, lack of training and
experience in classroom instruction are limiting credibility of
principals. Without mastery of curriculum content, learning and
teaching theory, process and strategy, principals wil find it
difficult to present themselves as instructional leaders.
Second, the roles of administrators and teachers will have to be
realigned, because teachers—with the help of strong unions—have
become more nearly equal to administrators in power and perceived
power.
Is this educational innovation or reform movement progress?
Is it headed in the right direction? As with Georgia's Quality
Basic Education Act (QBE), does it represent progress? Is it
headed in the right direction? Why have we changed? Where are
we headed? QBE as a legislative act is clear and law. However
the evaluation design is still in its formative stage. If that
be the case, why get on a road and not know where you are going?
Comparatively, principals are being asked to perform or work
in an area as the instructional leader for which they are ill-
prepared and equipped. If the head of the school is confused,
ambivalent and insecure, how can he or she lead the school in a
positive direction?
Considerable data support the contention that the princi
pal's role is inherently ambigous and complex. Both characteris-
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tics represent what might be the most significant set of problems
faced by incumbents. Role ambiguity was identified by Blumberg
and Greenfield (1980); Reinhardt et. al., (1979); Rosenblum and
Jastrzab (n.d.); Lorzeau (1977); Houts (1975); Goldhammer and
Becker (1971); Wolcott (1978); and Dow and Whitehead (1980).
Ambiguity manifests itself as a lack of clear expectations for
the role and conflict about responsibilities, frequently, no
viable rationale for the duties assigned to the role and no
defensible criteria for assessing princpals' performance are
available. Whereas some might view the role as one of school
leadership, central administrators frequently seem to view prin
cipals as middle managers and assess performance according to the
principal's success in implementing policies and procedures for
mulated at the district level (Hout, 1975).
Role complexity and role ambiguity are interdependent sets
of problems. Complexity is a function of the number of different
people with whom a principal must interact, each potentially the
bearer of problems (Crowson & Porter-Gehrie, 1980b). These prob
lems may vary considerably in importance, but few are clearly
"musts" for the principal to deal with; principals have such
flexibility in their decision making and little guidance regard
ing priorities. Principles report a plethora of routine manage
ment tasks, paper work, and housekeeping chores leading to a
sense of overload (Houts, 1975; Lorzeau, 1977; Rosenblum and
Jastrzab, n.d.) and scarcity of time for attending to desired
tasks (Lorzeau, 1977).
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Hopefully, this research regarding the perceptions of prin
cipals and students of educational administration toward the
principal serving as instructional leader will suggest the need
for a clearer conceptualization of the role of the principal as
the instructional leader.
The investigator supports the notion and idea that if one's
perception of one's role is unclear, faulty and/or ambiguous,
his/her behavior in that role will be correspondingly unclear,
faulty and/or ambiguous. Accordingly Model 1 represents a the
oretical conceptualization of the perceived problem of the prin
cipals and students of educational administration regarding the
role of the principal as instructional leader
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Model I
A Way of Looking at the Dynamics of Role Perception and
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Perhaps another way to view the complex nature of role
perception and behavior is the application of Getzels1 theory of
educational administration as a social process. The nature of
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Getzels1 views administration structurally as the hierarchy
of subordinate-superordinate relationships is the locus for allo
cating and integrating duties, responsibilities and roles in
order to achieve the goals of the social system.
The social system consists of two aspects, which may be
conceptualized institutions with-certain roles and expectations
that will fulfill the goals of the system, and second, the indi
viduals with certain personalities and need-dispositions-
inhabiting the system. Social behavior is a function of the two
major elements: institution, role, and expectation, which con
stitute the nomothetic or organizational dimension; and
individual, personality, and need-dimension of activity in a
social system.
Institution are those agencies established to carry out
institutionalized functions for the social system as a whole.
Roles are the dynamic aspects of the positions within an insti
tution. Roles are complementary in that each role derives its
meaning from other related roles in the institutions. Roles are
defined in terms of role expectations, which are the normative
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obligations and expectations, and responsibilities incumbent upon
whoever fills the role. For example, the role of the principal
and the role of the instructional leader cannot really be defined
except in relation to each other. The role can be conceptualized
as though all incumbents were exactly alike, without any personal
or individual characteristics, and as if they would implement a
given role in exactly the same way. For purposes of analysis,
this view may be of some usefulness.
However, roles are held by individuals, and no two indi
viduals are aike. Each individual brings to the role and posi
tion his own unique characteristics. To understand the observed
behavior of specific principals and specific teachers, it is not
sufficient to know the nature of the roles and role-expectations
—although this is an essential part of what we must know--but
the nature of the personalities of the individuals filling the
roles and reacting to the expectations must also be known. That
is, complete understanding must involve not only the nomothetic,
but also the idiographic dimension. Both the sociological and
the psychological levels of analysis must be included.
To understand the behavior of specific role-incumbents in an
institution, we must know both the role-expectations and the
need-dispositions. The relationship between the principal and
the teacher is perceived by the principal in terms of his needs,
dispositions, and goals. On the other hand, this same relation
ship is perceived by the the teacher in terms of his needs,
dispositions, and goals. If these two sets of perceptions are
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congruent, the teacher and the principal understand each other
and can function as contributing members of a team. When the
perceptions are incongruent, that is, when they see the same
thing differently, the teacher and the principal misunderstand
each other and their working relationship is likely to be unsat
isfactory.
One function of the Getzels-Guba has been to point up
various kinds of conflict, that can occur in organizations.
Role conflicts occur whenever a role an individual is re
quired to conform simultaneously to contradictory expectations
(principal and instructional leader roles). When these views are
mutually exclusive, adjustment to one set of requirements and
responsibilities make adjustment to another set of requirements
and responsibilities almost impossible. These role conflicts
usually arise because of disagreements among the persons or
groups (principals, students of educational administration,
teachers) setting the requirements/responsibilities (expecta
tions). Several sources of role conflict can be identified:
(1) Referent group(s) view and definition of role (for
example, teachers, principals and students of educational admin
istration have their perceptions of the role of the principal and
instructional leader). Each may have a different perception
(within) the group.
(2) Conflict between various referent groups each group
defining the expectation/responsibilities and requirements of the
same role. Each role is perceived by the various groups accord-
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ing to their goals and expectations. Principals perceive their
role one way. Students of educational administration may per
ceive the role of the principal/instructional leader totally
different and unrelated.
(3) Role disagreement identification and expectation of
roles one individual is occupying (for example, the principal
serving as instructional leader simultaneously). The individual
serving as the principal and instructional leader is often
occupying conflicting roles. Each role has a legitimate expecta
tion and claim by the participants. Conflict of this nature
appears inevitable. When is the principal who is serving the
instructional leader principal? When is the person serving as
the instructional leader the instructional leader? What role is
required by whom under what circumstances?
It seems to the writer that the most useful way of viewing
the job of the elementary school principal would include consid
eration of the purpose, the tasks and the processes. All are
important; to ignore any one aspect would be to present a less-
than-adequate view of the role.
The purpose of the elementary school is the enhancement of
the education of students. All the activities, roles, tasks,
duties and functions performed by the principal/instructional
leader are necessary only as they relate to the education of
students. Therefore the model shows arrows leading from the
perceptions of students of educational administration and princi
pals toward the principalship.
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It is not enough merely to know what the principal/
instructional leader does (the task and why— the purpose); it is
also essential ."o know how he/she does the job. The "how" is
provided by the concept of administration process. Perhaps it is
the "how" which has a significant effect on the perceptions of
students of educational administration and principals regarding
the principal serving as instructional leader rather than a
simple view of the principal serving as instructional leader.
CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH METHOD AND PROCEDURE
The researcher's purpose in this study was to determine if
there was a statistical difference between the perceptions of
elementary school principals and educational administration (EDA)
students regarding the importance of role implementation tasks of
the principal/instructional leader in all task areas and the
perceived actual role implementation.
The size of the population and the geographical distance
made it inappropriate to implement the interview process. Thus,
a questionnaire was developed, approved and implemented to
solicit the needed information for this study. There were fifty-
three items on the Questionnaire (see Appendix A). The
respondents had two major parts on the instrument to indicate
their involvement and perceptions. The Likert scale was used on
each part. The two parts were:
1. The importance of role implementation of the
principal/instructional leader in all defined
task areas.
2. The perceived actual role implementation in all
defined task areas.
As implied in the Review of the Literature, studies of this
nature are designed to determine if any sinificant differences
exist between the two groups. For this type of experimental
research, the t test is the most approrpriate statistical
procedure to use. Further justification of the t test is based
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on the size of the population (small). The Pearson r and Chi
Square were also used.
This chapter contains a descriptive sample, research
hypotheses, instrumentation, data collection, procedures for data
analysis and summary.
Sample Population
The sample population consisted of 159 principals from five
Metro Atlanta school systems and 98 Atlanta Metro University
students majoring in educational administration. Of added
importance is the fact that these are graduate students with a
great deal of educational experience and training. Ten of the
students who were part of the study are principals in Metro
Atlanta. A break-down of the sample population is evident in
Table 1.
Table I

















A total of 257 principals and students were identified and
contacted to participate in the study. Of 159 principals
contacted, 102 responded. Similarly, 67 of the 98 EDA students
contacted took time to respond to two timely mailings of
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questionnaires and follow-up telephone calls.
The final tabulation revealed that an average of 66 per cent
would be the response rate utilized in the data analysis.
It suffices to say that a response larger tha 60 per cent is
more than sufficient to draw any inference about the population.
Both principals and students, 64 per cent and 68 percent,
respectively, were well represented. No evidence of skewness or
kurtosis was found to be present in the data.
Research Hypotheses
Based on the review of the literature and the researcher's
experience it seemed reasonable to test the following hypotheses:
H1 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school prin
cipals regarding the importance of role implementation
of the principal in all defined task areas and the per
ceived actual role implementation.
H2 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of students of educational
administration regarding the importance of role
implementation of the principal in all defined task
areas and the perceived actual role implementation.
H3 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school princi
pals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of
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the principal in all defined task areas and the per
ceived actual role implementation.
H4 There is no statistically significant difference
between the paired perceptions of elementary school
principals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of the
principal in all defined task areas and the preceived
actual role implementation.
Instrumentation
A questionnaire consisting of fifty-three task items which
are noted in educational research studies as associated with
administration in instructionally effective schools.
The instrument included tasks representing the following
areas:
1. Program leadership and direction
2. Goals and standards of performance
3. Characteristics of school leaders
4. Technical tasks of administration
5. School climate and expectations
6. Acquisition and allocation of funds and resources
7. Staff and personnel development
8. School-community relations
Reliability
The task items on the questionnaire represent an item pool
of 53 variables which were noted by one or more research studies
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as associated with administrators in instructionally effective
schools.
An assessment of these variables was made by an expert panel
of eleven researchers, commentators, and policy makers who have
been active in the study of instructionally effective schools.
These individuals were asked to react to their level of agreement
or disagreement with the significance of the variables. They
were also asked to add or modify and comment on the policy and
program implications of the variables.
A second round interpretative and validative survey of the
same panel was made after their responses to the original item
pool had been analyzed. The 53 variables represent an adequate
survey of the roles, priorities, behaviors, and characteristics
of principals in effective schools which have been reported in
the effective schools' literature and are supported or extended
in the opinions and experience of experts who have worked and
studied instructionally effective schools.
Procedures for Data AnalysisC
The survey response from the 169 responses of principals and
students of educational administration were transferred from the
instrumernt to scoring sheets and subsequently processed through
the computer.
The data were verified through the computer. The t test
was selected as the statistical basis of this study because of
the researcher's desire to obtain material that would be descrip
tive as well as statistically sound.
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Significance was tested at the .01 level of significance.
Summary
In Chapter IV, the research design and procedures used to
accomplish the present study have been presented. A sample of
159 elementary school principals and 98 students of educational
administration was asked to respond to a survey of principals1/
instructional leaders' practices (variables); 102 principals and
67 students responded to the survey within the time allowed.
CHAPTER V
FINDINGS, PRESENTATION, AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The present study was designed to determine whether a
significant difference exists between elementary school princpals
and students of educational administration regarding the import
ance of role implementation and perceived actual role implementa
tion in all task areas. Survey data were gathered using the
questionnaire from 169 elementary school principals and students
of educational administration.
The results of the analysis of the data collected from
the survey are presented in this chapter. Hypotheses are pre
sented, discussed, followed by the systematic testing of the
hypothesis. An analysis of data and a summary of findings con
clude the chapter.
Findings From the Testing of the Hypothesis
In order to determine whether a significant difference
exists between the perceptions of elementary school principals
and students of educational adminsitration, four hypotheses were
tested.
H, There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school prin
cipals regarding the importance of role implementation
of the principal in all defined task areas and the per
























In summary the t test reveals that there is a significant
difference between the perceived and actual perceptions of prin
cipals. This would indicated that the actual role of principals
is in no conflict with their performance.
The data with respect to the hypothesis are stated in
Table 2 in all defined task (53 areas). There is little or no
variation between individual scores. However, t scores when
massed together become significant at the .01 level of
significance; the hypothesis of no significant
difference is rejected.
Discussion
Principals may recognize and value the task as important,
however, principals reside in the work place. Principals/
instructional leaders have specific building, district and state
goals and objectives upon which they, like other educational and
administrative personnel are evaluated in terms of their
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effectiveness and the ability to get the job done. Principals
work in an organized social complex where various social controls
exist. It is through the process of social control that
individual participants in social organizations are encouraged to
act in socially responsible ways so as to perpetuate these
organizations and contribute to the ahievement of common goals.
As Getzels has observed, "The expectations define the actor
(administrator), whoever he may be, what he should or should not
do as long as he is the incumbent of the particular role."
The expectation also serves as "evaluative standards applied to
an incumbent in a position, and, therefore, can represent a
powerful source of potential influence on any administrator's
behavior.
However, the Getzels model hypothesizes that the behavior
of an adminstrator is also affected by his/her own attitude
toward the role he or she should play. These attitudes
constitute the administrator's self expectations and may be more
important than the expectation of others in determining the
role he or she will take in a given set of circumstances. For
example, if an administrator feels the or she should play the
role of instructional leader, he or she may become involved in
activities designed to bring about a more effective instructional
program, despite the fact that contrary expectations for his or
her role as held by other individuals.
Students of educational administration are primarily
learning how to perform and serve as principals. Students have
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the freedom to practice serving as principal and implement many
of their ideas regarding school administration. However, they
are student administrators (neophytes) and would not be expected
to perform the same way as a principal.
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There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of students of educational
administration regarding the importance of role
implementation of the principal in all defined task
areas and the perceived actual role implementation.
TABLE 3
Students' Total Scores on Perceived Role Importance


















The data with respect to the hypothesis in Table 3 are
stated in all defined task (53) areas. There is little or no variation
between individual scores. However, t scores when massed
together become significant at the 0.1 level of significance
Hence, the hypothesis of no significant difference is rejected.
Discussion
This suggests that while students recognize specific roles
(tasks) as important and effective, they, themselves, in daily
practice/implement many of these tasks. Students may
unconsciously imitate the principal and even take on his or her
style. In addition, students have an advantage to return to
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the university to discuss the effectiveness of various tasks that
are performed in the school. Students are more inclined to
perform as expected and not to take changes. Students are
usually familiar with the educational system (school and its
bureaucratic nature). Hence, they usually know what is expected
of them and the means by which to perform these tasks, goals and
objectives.
Students have the opportunity to witness failure and success
in various situations, the effect of this learning and
experience on students of educational administration may cause
them to become more bureaucratic, traditional and less
innovative. The relationship or role of the student in the
social setting (organization) will affect how he or she will
function. (Getzels and Guba 1955)
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H3 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school princi
pals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of
the principal in all defined task areas and the per
ceived actual role implementation. See Table 4.
TABLE 4
PRINCIPALS' AND STUDENTS' TOTAL SCORES ON PERCEIVED
ROLE IMPORTANCE AND ACTUAL ROLE IMPLEMENTATION
Degrees
T of 2-Tail
Perceived Score M SD Value Freedom Prob.
N = 67 Group 1 129.3583 34.803 -7.64 104 .000
N =102 Group 2 192.8491 49.479
Actual Score
Group 1 143.7736 28.198 -10.62 104 .000
Group 2 221.6781 45.364
In summary, the t test reveals that there is a significant
difference between the perceived role importance and the actual
role implementation of principals and students.
The data with respect to the hypothesis are stated in
Table 4 in all defined task (53) areas. There is little or no
variation between individual scores. However, t scores when
massed together become significant at the 0.1 level of




This suggests that on each item, both elementary school
principals and students of educational administration scored
similarly and with little or no variation. However, having
enough variation in scores that when all 169 scores are totalled,
a significant difference appears.
Central office personnel who are interested in principal
effectiveness and supervision ought to take a look at those task
items in the appendix in order to identify those tasks that are
perceived by principals and students of educational administra
tion as important and actually practiced in the schools.
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H4 There is no statistically significant difference
between the paired perceptions of elementary school
principals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of the
principal in all defined task areas and the preceived
actual role implementation.
TABLE 5.1
PRINCIPALS1 AND STUDENTS1 TOTAL SCORES PAIRED
Degrees
T of 2-Tail
Perceived Score M SD Value Freedom Prob.
N = 169 161.1038 33.195 -7.75 105 .000
Actual Score
182.7358 54.272
The data with respect to the hypothesis in all task areas
are combined. When t scores are massed together they become
significant at the .01 level of significance. Hence, the
hypothesis of no significant difference is rejected at the .01
level of significance.
In summary the t test reveals that there is a significant
difference between the perceived role importance and actual role
implementation.
The data suggest that principals and students perceive
certain tasks as important and practical; however a statistical
difference exists between scores with low correlations. The
difference appears to be attributed to role, function, purpose
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and the degree of freedom he or she has from superiors,
especially central office personnel. Principals appear to
perceive certain tasks as important but at the same time,
principals do the things expected of them.
Metro Atlanta school districts are large organizations in
which principals are isolated from one another and from the
central office. Principals must try to satisfy a multitude of
conflicting and vocal constituencies with their own special
interests; students, teachers, parent groups, politicians,
unions, mass media, government agencies, and courts of law,
educational trends and reform movements (QBE). Therefore school
management is a political task. Students of educational
administration are not subject to the actual dynamics of
operating and managing a complex organization like the school.
One of the weaknesses of the task areas approach is that it
merely tells us the areas in which the principal works; it does
not tell us the method used or the extent of the principal's
involvement. Almost every task of the principal is shared by
other members of the organization. Principals do not work alone
or in isolation.
What a principal perceives as important may or may not be
practiced in the school. What is practiced by the principal may
or may not be perceived as important but a task to be done.
Principals must respond favorably to the task in order to be
seen or evaluated as effective. For these reasons, the principal
will have a tendency to weigh heavily the expectations of his or
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her superiors. Therefore, it is only logical to give high pri
ority to the expectations of superiors than the expectation of
other reference groups (Students of educational administration).
However when the administrators1 expectations clash with super
iors' expectations (central office personnel), a problem arises.
Perhaps the best study of superiors' expectations for the
role of the principal was conducted by Moser. His research
showed that superintendents expected their principals to engage
in the following kinds of task behavior: (1) lead forcefully,
(2) initiate, (3) accomplish organizational goals, and (4) emu
late the nomothetic behavior of their superior.
Nomothetic behavior can be defined as actions that seek to
meet the expectations of the institution in which an individual
18
works. As applied to the school administrator-superior rela
tionship nomothetic expectations mean that the principal expects
her to pay greater attention to the expectations of the organiza
tion for which he or she works than to his or her own personal
needs or the personal needs of others with whom he or she may be
associated at the building level.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the role of the
principal is very diverse and complex.
17Robert P. Moser, "A Study of the Effects of
Superintendent-Principal Interaction and Principal-Teacher
Interaction in Selected Middle-sized School Systems" (Ph.D.
diss., University of Chicago, 1957.
18
J. W. Getzels, James Lipham, and Ronald Campbell,
Educational Administration as a Social Process (New York: Harper
and Row, 1968), pp. 145-49.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
AND IMPLICATIONS
This chapter will present a summary of the study. Conclu
sions based on the findings of the study will be drawn. Implica
tions wil be made from conclusions. The chapter will conclude
with recommendations for further research.
Summary
The purpose of the study was to analyze the perceptions of
elementary school principals and students of educational adminis
tration on degree of role importance and degree of actual imple
mentation on 53 specific task items. This researcher anticipated
that this study would:
1. Examine and compare the perceptions of elementary
school principals and students of educational admin
istration on specific task items.
2. Provide data regarding what principals and students
of educational administration perceive as important
role functions and what they practice.
3. Provide data regarding what principals actually do
day to day.
4. Help strengthen the principals in existing schools.
5. Provide data to support the need for role clarifica-
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tion regarding the role of the principal serving as
instructional leader.
6 Provide data to support the need to provide principals
with additional resources in school organization and
administration.
The population sample included 102 elementary school princi
pals from five Metro Atlanta school systems and 67 students of
educational administration from two Metro Atlanta universities.
The total consisted of 169 participants in the study.
The literature gave evidence that over the last few decades,
people in the field of education, particularly those interested
in school administration, leadership, and effective schools, have
been involved in research on the role of the principal. Yet, the
evidence from research clearly indicates that there is no single
all-purpose job description, role or style. Successful and
effective leaders are those who can adapt their behavior to meet
the demands of their own situation. However, many principals are
unable to adapt due to their role perceptions, actual practices,
H1 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school prin
cipals regarding the importance of role implementation
of the principal in all defined task areas and the per
ceived actual role implementation.
H2 There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of students of educational
administration regarding the importance of role
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implementation of the principal in all defined task
areas and the perceived actual role implementation.
Hg There is no statistically significant difference
between the perceptions of elementary school princi
pals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of
the principal in all defined task areas and the per
ceived actual role implementation.
H4 There is no statistically significant difference
between the paired perceptions of elementary school
principals and students of educational administration
regarding the importance of role implementation of the
principal in all defined task areas and the preceived
actual role implementation.
Findings
The following findings are based upon data analysis:
1. There were significant differences in t scores on
Part 1 and Part 2, hence the hypotheses (1, 2, 3,
4) were rejected.
2. The Pearson r correlations were low and not signifi
cant, hence the hypotheses (1,2,3,4) were rejected.
3. In terms of inference analysis for each item with the
utilization of chi square the majority of items had
scores which were non-significant, hence the hypotheses
(1, 2, 3, 4) were rejected.
4. When we look at scores independently or separately,
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little or no variation in scores appears. However,
when scores are totaled they vary significantly,
hence elementary school princpals and students of
educational adminstration ar more alike on specific
items than they are different.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on data analysis,
findings, conclusions and the perceptions of the researcher:
1. That school districts identify what princpals do
and do not do effectively in schools and plan
accordingly.
2. That school districts assist principals in develop
ing expertise on task areas perceived as important
and practiced.
3. That school districts assist principal effectiveness
as mandated by law, educational reform and innovation.
4. That school districts develop procedures to continually
monitor and evaluate principal effectiveness.
5. That colleges and universities provide students of edu
cational administration with actual experience on
specific task areas.
Implications
The findings of this study are useful for the school
administrator (principal) in helping him/her determine their
effectiveness; likewise, students of educational administration.
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Another factor to be considered is that principals usually
answer and report to superiors in higher level positions (area-
central office). Superiors are often unaware of what goes on day
to day at the building level and who does what. Therefore, it is
hoped that this study will be reviewed by central/area office
personnal who work with and evaluate princpals.
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DIRECTIONS: Part I - Please circle the response which reflects
your perception regarding the role of the
principal as an instructional leader.
Part II - Circle the response which you perceive
you have the most confidence in regarding
the role of the principal as an instructional
leader.
KEY: 1. Strongly Agree
2. Agree
3. Neutral (No opinion)
k* Disagree
5. Strongly Disagree Role Importance Actual Practice
Implementation Implementation
Part I Part II
1. Devote time to the tasks of coordinating and control
ling instruction . ' 12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5
2. Understand their classrooms 12345 12345
i. Do not accept the difficulty of a teacher's work as
«n explanation for failure 12 3 4 5 12 3X5
4. Visit classrooss frequently and for the purposes of
lnStrUCtlOn 12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5
5. Eitphasiie student achievement as primary outcome of
schooling 12345 12345
6. Emphsslte student achievement In basic skills as pri
mary program outcome 12345 12345
)• Evaluate the teaching process
i 1234512345
». Monitor and evaluate student progress 12 3 4 5 12 3 4 5




Part I Part 11
10. Coordinate content, sequence and materials of in
struction 12345 12345
11. Participate in the selection of instructional ma
terials 1234.5 12345
12. Provide structured learning environments 12345 12345
13. Frame specific curricular goals and objectives 12345 12345
14. Establish high standards of performance for stu
dents and teachers 12345 12345
15. Emphasize student acquisition of basic skills 12345 12345
16. Emphasize instruction in basic skills 12345 12345
17. Communicate organization goals clearly 12345 12345
18. Are more powerful than their less effective col
leagues 1234512345
19. Are achievement rather than human relations or
iented 12345 12345
20. Are enablers rather than directors of activity 12345 12345
21. Are interveners and problem solvers 12345 12345
22. Are role models for teachers, students, and
parents 12345 12345
23. Are warm and caring 12345 12345
24. Are good business managers 12345 12345
25. Are good instructional managers 12345 12345
26. Communicate office information and policies to
teachers 12345 12345
27. Produce needed reports and records without incon
veniencing teachers . 12345 12345
68
Part I Part II
28. Are fair disciplinarians who run a tight ship 12 3 4 5 12345
29. Buffer classrooms from disruptions 12345 12345
30. Hold high expectations for student behavior and
achievement 12345 12345
31. Expect teachers to be successful in the classroom
and communicate this expectation to teachers 12345 12345
32. Emphasize performance in communicating with students
and teachers 1234512345
33. Project a feeling of optimism that teachers and stu
dents can meet their instructional goals 12345 12345
34. Provide a sense of identification and engagement
with the school 12345 12345
35. Able to use external political and organizational
structures in support of school programs and poll-
cies 1234512345
36. Identify and attract special project funding 12345 12345
37. Allocate resources more efficiently and effectively
in support of teachers and the instructional pro-
8ram 12345 12345
38. Consistently supportive of teachers 12345 12345
39. Discuss classroom work problems with teachers 12345 12345
40. Spend more time observing classroom teachers 12345 12345
41. Initiate, promote, and maintain continuous in-
service programs 12345 12345
69
Part I Part II
42. Support teachers' ideas and projects 1234512345
43. Recognize unique styles and needs of teachers 12345 12345
44. Encourage and acknowledge good work 12345 12345
45. Increase teacher morale and satisfaction 12345 12345
46. Conduct regular reviews of teachers' instructional
practices 12345 12345
47. Hold their staff accountable for successful perfor-
mance 12345 12345
48. Structure teacher rewards to reinforce working with
children 12345 12345
49. Are accessible to their staff 12345 12345
50. Take a personal interest in the welfare of their
Staff 12345 12345
51. Maintain positive relationships with parents 12345 12345
52. Solicit the active involvement of parents and com
munity leaders in school functions 12345 12345
53. Provide opportunities for parents to work with their
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M SD T Freedom Prob.
X93
X94 1.60 0.72 -0.14 0.89
X95
X96 2.03 0.72 -5.92 0.00
X97
X98 2.42 0.92 -1.80 0.07
X99
X100 1.93 0.70 2.30 0.02
X101
X102 2.16 0.72 -3.52 0.00
X103
X104 2.92 0.69 -3.51 0.00
X105
X106 2.77 0.84 0.38 0.70
1.59
1.62
2.60
2.10
1.92
2.64
2.81
0.78
0.53
1.05
0.72
0.62
0.75
0.70
